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Correspondence Address: 
EDWARD G_ SMITH The ?ow/constraint device is a device for towing of a 
1 TRESCOT LANE golfpull cart, and for the towing of a pull cart to transport 
BLUFFTON, SC 29909 (Us) goods and people, as in a rickshaw. The elastic attachment 

means is to smooth out the gaited stride by absorbing some 
(21) Appl, No,: 10/202,013 of the forward force and dampening the end force of the 

stride. The ?ow/constraint device ameliorates the uneven 
(22) Filed: Jul. 25, 2002 gaited stride when towing a vehicle. 
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MANUAL FLOW/CONSTRAINT TOW DEVICE 

FIELD OF INVENTION 

[0001] This invention is considered to be in the golf cart 
classi?cation. The object of the invention is to provide a 
device attaching the golfer to a manually pulled golf cart to 
facilitate the transport of a golfer’s clubs and bag during the 
playing of a round of golf. As this is a toWing device, the 
usual term in the golf equipment industry is golfpull cart. 

[0002] Another feature developed in this invention is the 
ability to divide the toWing shafts/handles and provide this 
?oW/constraint device to each shaft/handle. Such an appli 
cation Would bene?t the toWing of many more devices such 
as a “rickshaw”, a garden cart, and possibly a traditional 
Wheel barroW. As much of the World does use single and 
double shaft/handle vehicles for toWing, this invention can 
bene?t many applications. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] An increase in the bene?ts of health and eXercise 
can be realiZed by manually toWing a golfpull cart around a 
golf course. More golf players Would be attracted to these 
bene?ts if the risks and fatigue of pulling the golf cart could 
be reduced. Energy directed to sWing performance and to the 
game could be conserved With a device that Would toW the 
golf cart safely and comfortably for the player. 

[0004] Lacking in the prior art has been a device to attach 
the golfpull cart to the player conveniently to facilitate the 
pulling of the cart over lengthy terrain, up and doWn the hills 
and slopes, along the fairWays for the 18 holes of play 
Without fatigue and undue discomfort. Over 18 holes Which 
typically cover over four miles of Walking and With several 
strokes being taken taken during play of each hole the 
activity of pulling a golf cart can be quite tiring on the 
player’s arms, hands, shoulders, and back. After several 
hours on the course, this fatigue can affect the golfer’s level 
of play so that their arms, shoulders and back are not unduly 
tired by the extraneous activity of toWing a golfpull cart. 

[0005] To relieve these detrimental effects, the prior art 
has eXamples of hands-free, cart pulling devices Which 
recogniZe this issue of fatigue. An eXample of a similar 
device that is attached directly to the belt, but Would be hard 
to Walk an even gait With, is seen in the patent of Virgil M. 
Johnson, US. Pat. No. 3,328,043 of Jun. 27, 1967, and in an 
earlier example With D. G. FrantZ’s U.S. Pat. No. 3,311,385 
of Mar. 28, 1967 Which shoWs a direct attachment to the belt. 
A later citation shoWing just a belt With a loop attachment 
that Will hold a golf cart With a sideWays handle is seen in 
Robert Evans U.S. Pat. No. 5,622,294 of Apr. 22, 1997. In 
this direct attachment to the belt each step accelerates the 
cart, then steadies in mid-stride, and sloWs as the step 
changes Which results in an aWkWard and uncomtable device 
in itself fatiguing to use and pull. Another cumbersome and 
aWkWard device designed for ?at terrain courses is seen in 
a 3 Wheel cart directly attached to a belt in the patent of 
Kenneth Reichard, US. Pat. No. 3,926,448 of Dec. 16, 
1975. 

[0006] Current players’ interests in toWing a golf cart 
around a course has given rise to other methods of accom 
plishing this feat such as seen in the patent of Jerry Kotulla, 
US. Pat. No. 5,244,217 of Sep. 14, 1993 Which embodies a 
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sling strap over the golfer’s shoulder and Which in turn 
loosely drags along the golf cart. There is no effort made in 
this invention of Kotulla to control the motions of the golf 
cart such as offered in this invention. Another strap type golf 
cart is seen in a tricycle type con?guration in the patent of 
Lucien Flagg, U.S. Pat. No. 3,305,244 of Feb. 21, 1967 
Which is pulled along by hand. 

[0007] The Walking golfer toWing a golfpull cart is faced 
With coupling and uncoupling his golf cart more than one 
hundred times over the 18 holes of play in addition to 
dealing With various types of terrain on many courses. The 
typical belt fastener is sloW and tedious and has been 
inadequately dealt With in the prior art until this invention. 
Convenience and comfort are paramount issues to the suc 
cess of this toWing device and both over the activity in 
toWing a cart over the golf course and With the ease of 
coupling and uncoupling the toWing belt at each round of 
play. 
[0008] Adaptive and similar devices are seen in the pulling 
and transporting objects and people in other prior art, and 
While many perform a similar task, none have this ?oW/ 
constraint device to smooth out and ameliorate the uneven 
forces developed With a human performing the toWing and 
pulling. Auseful device entitled “Body Trailer” is seen in A. 
L. Capraro’s US. Pat. No. 5,215,318 of Jun. 1, 1993 but 
Which again connects directly to a Wearer’s belt. “A Hands 
Free Dumping Wagon” of Joe Klumpjan, US. Pat. No. 
5,215,355 of Jun. 1, 1993 utiliZes the same direct means to 
attach a type of gardening cart. 

[0009] Useful and similar toWing means for carts can be 
found in the related art ?eld utiliZing a side mounting or hip 
mounting attachment for both single and dual shafts/ 
handles. A early eXample in toWing a golfpull cart is seen in 
R. H. McBride’s US. Pat. No. 2,559,981 of Jul. 10, 1951 
Which has basically a side pocket on a belt attachment With 
a spring Wire device and holder to toW the cart. Another early 
eXample is seen in C. E. Giovannoni’s U.S. Pat. No. 2,613, 
953 of Oct. 14, 1952 Which shoWs a device attaching to each 
side of a belt for support and at the rear for constraint in the 
operation of a “MonoWheel Vehicle Harness” intended to 
carry supplies and Wild game in assumably the back country. 
A later version is seen in the “Hip Cart” of J. A. Lemmon, 
US. Pat. No. 4,236,723 of Dec. 2, 1980 Which shoWs the 
means to transport a “pac ” but With tWo Wheels for stability 
and support. An even later patent of Paul M. Straub, US. 
Pat. No. 4,848,780 of Jul. 18, 1989 Which shoWs a device as 
a “Carriage Assembly for a Jogger” With a side or hip direct 
mount to toW the cart/carriage. 

[0010] In the prior art another approach is seen that I 
improve upon in the United Kingdom patent of John Mar 
shall, U.K. No. 2,227,987, Aug. 15, 1990, Wherein the belt 
is Worn as normal With a connector attached at the rear that 

clips the golfpull cart handle to an ordinary unpadded belt. 

[0011] There has been no device in the prior art that deals 
With the motions and forces of the person Walking and 
toWing a golfpull cart up or doWn slopes, and across rough 
terrain such as in this invention. There is no prior art in this 
?eld With any device to modify and control the pressures of 
Walking and toWing Weighty carts With such a means of 
connection such as this ?oW/constraint elastic device Which 
evens out, absorbs and diffuses these forces. The push and 
pull of an uneven stride of a person or an animal is 
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ameliorated and smoothed by this device as it stretches out 
on the forward stride and sloWs to absorb the force/thrust to 
meet With the next stride to alleviate the unevenness of the 
gaited stride. 

SUMMARY OF THIS INVENTION 

[0012] This invention is novel in its ?oW/constraint elastic 
activated device and is a continuation of my earliest USPTO 
Disclosure ?led Aug. 16, 1996, No. 403,774, and the sub 
sequent ?lings that detail the many developments and 
improvements in the Ways to use this invention. Many 
vexing issues have been resolved prior to the ?ling of this 
application Which represents the highest level of develop 
ment and most novel presentation of this invention. From the 
earliest prototypes attaching to a single shaft/handle of a 
golfpull cart, I have developed the proper means of toWing 
a golfpull cart or other type of vehicle Without having it push 
you doWn a hill or pull you off balance or quite literally 
become more of a haZard than a bene?t When attached to 
your belt. In these embodiments one sees the proper means 
of constraint Which sloWs the force or thrust of a cart When 
in your stride, When going doWn a hill, or When stopping as 
the cart can hit you ?ercely and hurtfully as it Were, beloW 
the belt, mindful that the attaching location is in the rear. 

[0013] NeW features are incorporated from the experience 
With the prototypes and from the neW materials and tech 
niques that have become available over time. The primary 
development has been in these features: the control by an 
elastic How of acceleration from a gaited stride, and the 
constraint by covering means of deceleration during this 
same stride. This control of acceleration When initiating a 
stride can be achieved by the means of elastic cords, or 
springs, or a combination of these means. The constraint of 
deceleration When ending the same stride is achieved by tWo 
features: one, When individually covering the elastic cords, 
springs, or such combinations; and tWo, When externally 
covering the entire elastic means With a heavy-duty plastic 
or cloth cover. This external cover serves to further dampen 

the constraint/?oW means as it adjusts and adapts for the 
human or animal stride evident in the toWing activity. 

[0014] The means to manage these tWo forces—accelera 
tion and deceleration—is an essential and pivotal feature of 
this invention. Smoothing out these forces into a comfort 
able and safe activity is the novel and key element seen here. 
As the person or animal pulls a cart or vehicle in their stride 
Walking and toWing heavy Weights, possibly over uneven 
terrain, the uniqueness of this invention Will shoW itself in 
its comfort and safety. A strong and novel feature is the 
means of attachment using in a single shaft/handle the 
rearWard Widely spaced stanchions that project the elastic 
means suf?ciently outWard aWay from the Wearer’s belt 
bracket to minimiZe adversarial roll-over or splaying forces 
from the vehicle being toWed. When attaching double shafts/ 
handles the same effect is provided by their Wide and 
separated spacing on the toWing belt typically at the side of 
the hip. 

[0015] These features of this invention provide Walking 
golfers With an arms free means of toWing a golfpull cart 
comfortably around a golf course. In the use of this device 
the thrust, side motions, uneven actions and the varying 
forces of toWing a golfpull cart over rough terrain for the 4 
miles or more of a golf course are dampened and controlled 
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so as to create a comfortable Walk While pulling a Weighty 
cart. Arm, shoulder, hand and hip strain are avoided or 
ameliorated With this device Which thereby Will reduce 
fatigue and leave more energy to direct to the critical values 
of a properly executed golf sWing. The same consideration 
can be extended to all other adaptive uses of this device 
toWing and pulling other types of vehicles Whereby the 
strain and fatigue Would be reduced. 

[0016] This invention is a cart toW device With the means 
for a person to toW a golfpull cart comprising a Waist 
attached toWing belt, a belt attachment means, an elastic 
connecting means, an attachment means to the belt, and an 
attachment means to the golfpull cart. 

[0017] The cart toW device further comprises a Waist 
attached toWing belt With the means of attachment to golf 
er’s Waist by buckle clasp and tongue. The buckle clasp and 
tongue is a standard term for a normal belt buckle assembly, 
and this means is most common in regular use for attaching 
a belt. 

[0018] The cart toW device further comprises a means of 
attachment With a plain belt buckle through Which passes a 
portion of a belt Which is looped back to attach to the Waist 
attached toWing belt by means of hook and loop material. 
This means provides a secure, quick and convenient method 
of attaching a belt, and equally provides a quick and 
convenient method of undoing the belt When the Wearer 
Wants to step out of the belt and cart to play golf. 

[0019] The cart toW device further comprises a means of 
attachment to the Waist attached toWing belt by hook and 
loop material only. This means is quick but not as secure as 
the above method of looping back a portion of a belt. These 
methods are both convenient in use and alloW the person 
toWing a cart to easily attach and detach the cart. 

[0020] The cart toW device further comprises the Waist 
attached toWing belt With attaching means to support one or 
more elastic attachments. These elastic attachments Which 
connect the person With the cart or vehicle can be the normal 
golfpull cart With a single handle and a single rearWard belt 
attachment, or they can be side attachments Which connect 
the person or animal With a cart or vehicle such as a rickshaW 
With tWo handles or shafts. Elastic attachments are elastic 
connecting means Which join the person or animal With the 
conveyance using elastic cords, springs, and combinations, 
even With hydraulic means, to ameliorate the forWard force 
in a gaited stride, and With coverings and covers to dampen 
the deceleration force at the end of that same stride. 

[0021] The cart toW device further comprises the Waist 
attached toWing belt With stanchion attaching means pro 
jecting rearWard from the belt for the elastic attachments. 
The stanchions are supporting attachments usually of metal 
or of a durable hard material and these stanchions are 
capable of projecting rearWard at least one or more inches to 
locate the elastic connections aWay from the Wearer’s belt. 
The stanchions are attached to the Wearer’s belt most 
typically by the means of a bracket of similar durable hard 
material to provide the greatest strength in attachment and 
function. The stanchions can provide vertical attaching 
means on the end of the stanchions to alloW one or more 

elastic connection locations. The different connection loca 
tions are to adjust for the different heights of the person 
toWing the cart and for adjustment for convenience in 
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towing as different persons Will have different preferrences 
in these locations as available on the stanchion. 

[0022] The cart toW device further comprises the Waist 
attached toWing belt With stanchions With vertical attaching 
means of one or more elastic attaching locations. The 
vertical attaching means is to provide different locations for 
the elastic attachments for the convenience and selection of 
the Wearer. 

[0023] The cart toW device further comprises the Waist 
attached toWing belt With stanchions spaced apart With tWo 
or more horiZontal attaching means for attaching the elastic 
attachrnents requisite for toWing the golfpull cart. The tWo or 
more horiZontal attaching means would provide a separated 
attachment means or stanchion that Will toW a heavy cart 
more efficiently and more safely as it Will not tWist or splay 
at an angle as easily as it is toWed. The separated spacing is 
more stable When decending or crossing a hill While attached 
to a cart, and such convenience and safety Will be easily 
recogniZed by the person toWing a golfpull cart. 

[0024] The cart toW device further comprises the elastic 
attachrnents With attachment means for one or more separate 
shafts from the toWed golfpull cart to the Waist attached 
toWing belt. The cart may have tWo handles that converge to 
the rear of the Wearer’s belt just as does a single shaft or 
handle typical for a golfpull cart. Alternately, the tWo shafts 
can split apart to reach each side of the person Who is going 
to toW the cart, and these tWo shafts can attach to the 
Wearer’s belt at the side by attachment means similar to the 
rearWard attachrnent. The advantage of the tWo shafts attach 
ing at the side Would be the ?oW/constraint device Which 
Will smooth out the gaited stride While toWing. 

[0025] The cart toW device further comprises attachment 
means for one or more separate shafts from the toWed 
golfpull cart handle and main frame to attach to the Waist 
attached toWing belt. As stated the separate shafts offer 
stability and smoothness in toWing a cart or vehicle like a 
rickshaW. The attachment at the side Would have like the 
rearWard stanchion a projection and connection locations 
convenient to the one toWing and an elastic connection 
means of the ?oW/constraint device to the cart being pulled 
or toWed. 

[0026] The elastic connecting means further comprises 
external covers for each individual elastic attachrnent. The 
elastic means which might consist of elastic cords or springs 
Would have constrictive covers on each to dampen their 
actions in extending and in return, or as an alternative, a 
hydraulic means of ?uid or air to achieve the same basic 
function. Covers and coverings Would have to be of a 
heavy-duty rnaterial—plastic or cloth—that can give long 
durable service and can give the constrictive force needed to 
keep the cart rnotion srnooth When the gait shifts from 
deceleration to acceleration in the stride. The covers can be 
external to the entire ?oW/constraint device and as such 
Would serve to dampen the entire device While keeping any 
adverse action removed from the person toWing. These 
external overall covers can have pleats and bunching to keep 
control and constraint active on the ?oW/constraint device. 
These covers are useful and necessary as Well as decorative 
as they keep the elastic rneans contained and concealed 
While in use. 

[0027] The elastic connecting means further comprises 
upon the individual elastic attachment with the external 
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covers a constrictive rneans against the thrust forces of the 
golfpull cart. The constrictive means is needed to sloW and 
dampen the return thrust forces that occur at the end of the 
person’s stride, and to smooth and sloW the forWard thrust 
When the next stride begins to accelerate. It is purposeful to 
use both the elastic means in the How ahead and to use the 
constrictive means to sloW doWn the actions of a toWed 
vehicle. The ?oW/constraint device functions best in toWing 
When these elastic and constraint forces are continuous and 
interactive to even out a person’s or anirnal’s stride. 

[0028] This invention includes a cart toW device With the 
means to pull a vehicle With a toWing connection attach 
rnent, an elastic connecting means, an attachment means for 
pulling and an attachment means for the vehicle. A toWing 
connection attachrnent Would usually constitute a toWing 
belt or similar device Worn by the person or a similar 
attachrnent such as a harness placed upon an animal to 
perform the toWing. This toWing connection attachrnent 
Would include a means of connecting the person or animal 
With the vehicle to be toWed by such means as stanchions 
attached to the Wearer’s belt or anirnal’s harness and these 
stanchions provide locations for the connecting elastic 
rneans. Sorne adjustment Would be provided in the locations 
available in each stanchion to suit the various users. 

[0029] The toWing connection attachment of the cart toW 
device comprises a toWing belt With connective attachment 
means. AtoWing belt could have several convenient Ways of 
attachment such as a buckle clasp and tongue, a loop of 
belting through a plain buckle to be secured by hook and 
loop, direct by means of hook and loop, or such other 
convenient and secure means of attachment. 

[0030] The toWing connection attachment of the cart toW 
device further comprises a harness means for connective 
attachment means. A harness is for use with animals When 
connecting them With a cart or vehicle to be pulled or toWed. 
A harness can have several connective means and the siZes 
and adjustments required for the animal being placed into 
the harness. 

[0031] The toWing connection attachment of the cart toW 
device further comprises the toWing belt With an attaching 
means by supporting stanchion for the elastic attachment 
means from the toWing belt to the vehicle. The device is the 
toWing connection attachrnent above mentioned and this 
device provides the elastic attachment means for the How 
and constraint of the elastic When connected to the toWing 
belt and to the vehicle being toWed. The attaching means can 
be ring connectors or similar means to join the belt and the 
stanchion on the belt to the elastic attachrnent Which can be 
by elastic cords, springs, or hydraulic means. The stanchion 
is the bracket or similar device that provides locations for the 
elastic means to be connected to the belt. The stanchion can 
provide several locations to serve the needs of different 
persons or animals as an adjustment for ease of use and 
convenience. The stanchion can project the elastic rneans 
away from the belt for the ease of use and convenience of the 
Wearer. The elastic attachment means can provide the con 

nections to the belt and stanchions, as Well as to the vehicle 
being toWed. The vehicle can be a cart, a pullcart, a transport 
cart, a sled, a Wagon, a person conveyance such as a 
rickshaW, or any similar vehicle to be pulled or toWed. 

[0032] The cart toW device further comprises stanchions 
With alternative elastic attaching means. The stanchions 








